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Abstract
Strength and ductility characteristics of non-

continuously welded stiffened plates under in plane
axial compression are the main focus of this research. A
series of detailed numerical analyses of stiffened steel
plates subjected to in plane compressive load is
performed. Complete equilibrium paths are traced up
to collapse for non-linear elastoplastic response of
stiffened plates. Stiffened plates are selected from the
deck structure of real sea-going ships and inland
waterway vessels. Three different stiffener-to-plate
welding procedures are considered: continuous, chain
intermittent and staggered intermittent fillet welding.
Special attention is paid to the finite element modeling
of the fillet welds in either of welding practices. Some
available tests are simulated applying finite element
method.

Keywords: Stiffened plates, intermittent welds, weld gap,
buckling load, ultimate strength, ductility, Finite
Element Method (FEM).
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Resumo
O objetivo principal dessa pesquisa é a caracterização

da carga última e ductilidade de placas enrijecidas com
soldas não-contínuas, sujeitas à compressão axial. Para
tanto, são realizadas análises numéricas detalhadas nas
placas enrijecidas sob compressão axial com três tipos de
solda. Para obtenção da resposta elasto-plástica não-
linear, as placas são submetidas a carga de compressão
até que haja o colapso. As placas enrijecidas selecionadas
para análise, nesse estudo, são oriundas de estruturas da
plataforma de navios de grande calado e de embarcações
de canal de pequeno calado. São considerados três
procedimentos diferentes para soldar o enrijecedor à placa,
que são: solda contínua, solda intermitente e solda
alternada por faixa. É dada uma atenção especial para a
modelagem de elementos finitos das soldas. Alguns testes
disponíveis, na literatura, foram analisados a partir da
aplicação do método de elementos finitos FEM,
mostrando a confiabilidade do programa.

Palavras-chave: Placas enrijecidas, solda intermitente,
carga de flambagem, resistência última, ductilidade,
elementos fintos.
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1. Introduction
Thin-walled structures are to be

found in many of today’s engineering
disciplines and it is of particular note that
they now formulate an increasing
growing proportion of today’s
engineering construction. The quest for
lighter more efficient optimised structural
systems which provide high strength
and stiffness in conjunction with low
structural weight has served to promote
this trend and also to increase the need
for continued research and development
for further advancement in the field. The
range of application of thin-walled
structures has become increasingly more
diverse with a considerable deployment
of thin-walled structural elements and
systems found in a wide range of areas
within the Civil, Mechanical, Chemical,
Marine, Aeronautical and Offshore fields.
Today’s advanced structural design of
thin-walled lightweight structural
systems offers a considerable high
degree of structural safety and reliability.

As an example of such thin-walled
structures, ship structures may be
exampled which can be modelled
basically as a box girder consisting of a
number of plates stiffened by different
elements, Figure 1. In order to study the
strength of ship hull girder under applied
load conditions, as well as extreme and
accidental limit states, having knowledge
about the strength behaviour of different
structural elements consisting of plate
and stiffened plate is vital. One of the
most important elements within ship
structures as well as other thin-walled
structures is stiffened plates. There are
many research works concerning with
the stiffened plates in which the plate
and stiffeners have been assumed to be
attached to each other using continuous
fillet welds. The buckling and collapse
behaviour of such stiffened plates under
different loading conditions has been
investigated both numerically [1-8] and
experimentally [9-10].

On the other hand, the necessity to
reduce the costs of labour and material
and also to save the weight of ship hull
and other thin-walled structures causes

to apply other types of welding
procedures or practices in their
construction. Among the alternative
welding methods or techniques, non-
continuous welding is frequently applied
for the attachment of plates and
stiffeners. Unfortunately, there is very
rare works on the response of the
stiffened plates incorporating such a
type of welding. The only work may be
reported here is the one made by Miller
et al. [11]. They focused their research
on the mechanism of collapse in special
type of non-continuously welded
stiffened plates, namely intermittently
welded serrated stiffened plates, which
is applied in the construction of some
inland tank barges operating in US
waters. Serrated stiffeners are produced
by cutting channels in half. As a result,
two sections of serrated stiffeners are
obtained, each of which is connected to
the plate only where the weld exists.
Some of the vessels constructed

according to this practice, suffered
catastrophic hull structural failures
releasing thousands of gallons of heavy
fuel oil into the water. Based on some
experiments, Miller et al. concluded that
the plate deflects into the serration just
between the non-continuous weld lines,
leading to significant reduction of the
ultimate strength and subsequently
much earlier failure of the whole stiffened
plate.

The objective of this study is to
investigate the sensitivity of the ultimate
strength and failure mechanism of
stiffened plates constructed by different
welding methods in common. In line with
this research, a series of elastoplastic
large deflection analyses is performed
on the stiffened plates, which are
selected out of the structure of real
seagoing ships and inland waterway
vessels. Three different welding methods
are compared with each other focusing

Figure 1 - Ship hull girder as a box-like thin-walled stiffened structure.
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on their effect on the strength and ductility behaviour of
stiffened plate. Special attention is made on the modelling of
the fillet welds along continuous or intermittent weld lines.

2. Welding techniques used in ship
and offshore construction

Continuous welding, Figure 2, may be used for attaching
the stiffeners to plating. This technique requires the largest
amount of weld, adds weight to the ship, and increases the
construction costs. However, with the increased use of welding
machines, this technique has become much faster and less
expensive when compared to manual labour costs.

Typically, rather than using continuous welding, the
longitudinal stiffeners are attached to the plating using
intermittent fillet welds, in a staggered or chain arrangement,
Figure 3. In addition to decreasing the construction costs, the
magnitude of welding residual stresses is decreased from the
amount present in continuous welding.

3. Failure mechanism of stiffened
plates

The decks of ships are constructed using a series of
cross-stiffened panels, as shown in Figure 4. The transverse
members of the deck have substantially deeper webs and are
more rigid than the longitudinal stiffeners, eliminating the
possibility of grillage buckling. “Gross”, or “grillage” buckling
occurs when the transverse members are not stiff enough to

Figure 2 - Continuous welding of attaching the stiffeners to
plating.

Figure 3 - Intermittent welding of attaching the stiffeners to
plating.

provide rigid support to the longitudinal stiffeners and they
buckle together with the longitudinal stiffeners [12]. With the
possibility of grillage buckling eliminated, if a compressive
failure is going to occur in the deck, it will likely occur in the
longitudinally stiffened sub-panels between transverse
members. In general, longitudinally stiffened sub-panels
subjected to an axial compressive load can buckle elastically,
commonly referred to as “buckling”, or they can fail
inelastically, known as “collapse” [12]. In “overall buckling”,
the longitudinal stiffeners do not have sufficient lateral rigidity
and they buckle together with the plating. “Local buckling”
occurs when either the longitudinal stiffeners or plating
between the longitudinal stiffeners buckles. If the longitudinal
stiffeners buckle, the plate loses its lateral rigidity and overall
buckling becomes imminent. Similarly, if the plating between
the longitudinal stiffeners buckles, the stiffeners, behaving
like individual columns, would eventually fail when forced to
carry the entire load [12].

To prevent these elastic buckling failures, the longitudinal
stiffeners must have sufficient torsional stability to prevent
tripping and sufficient lateral rigidity to prevent overall
buckling. Tripping occurs when a stiffener buckles by twisting
about its line of attachment to the plating [12]. The stiffeners
usually found in ship deck construction are large enough to
prevent both types of elastic buckling. Therefore, a more
complicated inelastic failure, or collapse, is more likely. Similar
to elastic buckling, inelastic collapse of a gross panel can occur
in two different ways. “Interframe” collapse occurs when a
longitudinally stiffened sub-panel between any of the
transverse stiffeners fails, while “gross panel” collapse is the
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failure of both the longitudinal and
transverse members. Due to the minimum
scantling requirements in the rules of
classification societies, for example [13],
the risk of gross panel collapse is
minimized, making inelastic interframe
collapse the likely failure mode for a
typical longitudinally framed decks.

4. Characteristics of
finite element analysis
4.1 FEA code

All FEA calculations have been
performed applying ADINA commercial
FEA code [14], which has adequate
ability and accuracy to perform a
nonlinear finite element analysis in
elastoplastic range with due allowances
for large deflections and initial
imperfections. The algorithm of ADINA
code is based on the automatic-step
incremental solution of nonlinear finite
element equations of the static analysis
using the load displacement control
(LDC) method. Such a method can be
used to find the nonlinear equilibrium
path of a model from pre- and post-
buckling steps until its collapse. The LDC
method of the ADINA code automatically
selects the proper iteration method to
achieve the quick convergence.

4.2 FE models
4.2.1 Stiffened plate under
longitudinal in plane compression

Figure 5 shows a typical stiffened
panel and the FE model (shaded area).

Figure 4 - Deck structural elements.

Figure 5 - Typical longitudinally stiffened panel and the extent of the FE model.

Figure 6 - Eight-nodded isoparametric
quadrilateral element for thick and thin
shells.

Both the plate and the stiffener are
modelled with eight-nodded
isoparametric quadrilateral shell elements
(Figure 6).  This element is found to be
the most effective one for the linear and
nonlinear analysis of general shell
structures with a high predictive
capability, [16-17]. Fillet welds are also
modelled with eight-nodded shell
elements with the thickness equal to the
throat of the fillet weld. For any element,

3 x 3 Gauss integration points in the r-s
plane, Figure 7, and two points through
the shell element thickness are taken into
account. Also at the plate-to-stiffener
junctions, it is assumed that the shell
elements of the fillet welds are connected
to those of the plate panel and the stiffener
with some rigid elements, Figure 8.

The material behaviour of all shell
elements is assumed to be elastic-
perfectly plastic. Von Mises yield
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criterion is assumed in the FE analyses.
The mesh division of the model is fine
enough to capture the buckling and
ultimate strengths of the stiffened
panels. However, finer meshes are used
near welded parts of the FE model. A
typical FE model with the mesh divisions
is shown in Figure 9. Table 1
demonstrates the state of the boundary
conditions of the model.

4.2.2 Stiffened plate under
transverse in plane
compression

Figure 10 shows a typical stiffened
panel with a transverse framing system,
which is applied in the most inland
waterways vessels. The FE model is
shown in that figure by the shaded area.
Boundary conditions imposed on the
model are described in Table 2. A typical
FE model with the mesh divisions is
shown in Figure 11.

4.3 Initial geometric
imperfections

In the ultimate strength
calculations, the collapse load can
significantly depend on shape and the
amplitude of initial geometric
imperfections as a result of post-welding
distortion. In this study both the
amplitude and geometric shape of the
post-welding distortions including
buckling deformation caused by residual
stresses of the fillet welds due to

Figure 7 - Example of integration point labelling for rectangular shell element.

Figure 8 - Rigid elements at the plate-to-
stiffener junction. Figure 9 - Typical FE model with the mesh divisions for a longitudinally stiffened panel.

fabrication process as an initial
imperfection on the stiffened plate are
taken in to consideration. However, this
assumption for intermittent fillet welds
leads to somewhat a conservative
design, as this type of welds produce
much smaller residual compressive
stresses in plate panel than continuous
fillet welds. In the ultimate strength
calculations, the collapse load can
significantly depend on initial geometric

imperfections. Thus, an eigen-value
analysis is carried out by ADINA. For
this purpose, a linearised elastic buckling
analysis is performed first, and then
superimposed on the geometry of the
FE model, as a coordinate perturbation
proportional to the buckling mode
shapes. Finally, the collapse analysis is
effectively achieved by using the LDC
solution scheme on the model of the
geometrically imperfect stiffened panel.
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5. Important
definitions
Buckling strength: the smallest load at

which the equilibrium path fails to be
stable as the load is slowly increased
from zero value. This is commonly
known as a critical load.

Ultimate strength: maximum load
sustained by the stiffened panel,
over which the collapse of the
structure appears.

Longitudinal ductility: the ratio of the
axial shortening at the ultimate
strength state, δp, to the elastic
shortening of the panel, δe; i.e. δp/ δe.
This quantity is the basis for
comparison of the post-yield
characteristics of stiffened panels.

6. Validation of the
FEA code

In order to check the validity of the
FEA code in use, some of the tests
performed by Horne and Narayanan
[18-19] are simulated using the ADINA
code. Table 3 gives a summary of the
test specimen geometries, test results and
FE results. More details on the test
specimens and procedure can be found
in Refs. [18-19]. As it can be seen from
Table 3, a good correlation exists among
the FEA and test results.

7. Parametric study
on stiffened plates
under longitudinal in
plane compression
7.1 Parameters considered

A number of stiffened plates, the
dimensions of which are given in Table
4, was analysed using FEM. Fourteen
stiffened panels with various practical
characteristics were chosen from the
structures of real sea-going ships either
designed according to or approved by
PRS requirements [20]. Three types of
welding were assumed along the plate-

Table 1 - Boundary conditions of the FE model of longitudinally stiffened panel.

Figure 10 - Typical transversely stiffened panel and the extent of the FE model.

to-stiffener junction lines: double
continuous, chain and staggered
intermittent fillet welds. Both plate and
stiffener materials are assumed to be of
normal strength structural  s teel
(NS), with a nominal yield strength

of σy = σ0  = 235 MPa and modulus of
elasticity taken as  E = 2.06 x 105 MPa.

The size and configuration of fillet
welds have been designed in accordance
with the PRS rules [20]. Each stiffened
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plate has an initial deflection mode
whose shape is proportional to the
linearised elastic buckling mode,
obtained through an eigen-value
analysis separately. The maximum
amplitude of initial deflection of the plate
is taken, in accordance with the PRS
rules [20], to be equal to 0.5t. The last
character in the “Panel No.” indicates
the type of welding, i.e. C, S and P
respectively correspond to the
continuous, staggered and chain
intermittent fillet welds.

7.2 Results
The numerical results obtained from

the analysis of six groups of stiffened
plates are given in Table 4. The spread
of plasticity and the deflected mode at
ultimate strength for the models EX1C,
EX1S and EX1P have been shown, as an
example, in Table 5. Figure 12 shows the
average stress-average strain
relationship of these models in
comparison with each other.

Figure 11 - Typical FE model with the mesh divisions for a transversely stiffened
panel.

Table 2 - Boundary conditions of the FE model of transversely stiffened panel.

Table 3 - Comparison of experimental and FEA results.
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Table 4 - Geometric characteristics and summary of results obtained through FEA for longitudinally stiffened panels.
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7.3 Evaluation of effects of
different quantities on the
ultimate strength
7.3.1 Effect of  b / t

Figure 13 represents the
relationship between non-dimensional
ultimate strength of the stiffened plates

having a / b = 4, b / t = 47&65.2 and
column slenderness, λ. As it can be
observed, the variation in the ratio b / t
has a negligible effect (less than 5%) on
the average decrease of the strength of
the stiffened plates in any type of
welding. The same result is observed for
the other values of  b / t.

7.3.2 Effect of a / b

As can be seen from Figure 14, for
the stiffened plates with a / b = 3, for
which the elastic buckling mode
coincides with the stable mode,  the
highest amount of ultimate strength is
obtained for various types of welding in
comparison with the other aspect ratios
of stiffened plates (a / b =  2 & 4).

Table 5 - Plotted FEA results for the models EX1C, EX1S and EX1P under longitudinal compression.
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Figure 12 -  Average stress-average
strain relationship of the models EX1C,
EX1S and EX1P under longi tudinal
compression.

Figure 13 - Effect of  b / t on the ultimate strength of the stiffened plates with various
types of welding (a / b = 4, b / t = 47 & 62.5).

Figure 14 - Effect of a / b on the ultimate strength of the stiffened plates with various
types of welding (b / t = 47, a / b = 2,3,4).

7.3.3 Effect of stiffener section

Comparison of the results in Table
4 indicates that the stiffened plate with
flat bar stiffener gives a lower ultimate
strength value than those panels with
the angle and bulb flat stiffeners due to
low torsional rigidity of this type of
cross-section, for any type of welding.

7.4 Sensitivity analysis on
the ultimate strength of
stiffened plates
7.4.1 Ultimate strength versus
column slenderness

It can be seen from Figure 15 that
the difference in the ultimate strength
between continuously welded plates
staggered intermittently welded ones is
lower (0.7-2.7%) in general, than that
between continuously welded plates
staggered intermittently welded ones
(1.7-4.5%). Also with the increase in the
values of column slenderness, the
stiffened plates with chain intermittent
type of welding exhibit less strength than
those with staggered intermittent type
of welding, both in regard to the same
cases but with continuous type of
welding.

Figure 15 - Differences in the ultimate strength of the stiffened plates with various
types of welding as a function of λ.
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7.4.2 Ultimate strength versus plate
slenderness

It is interesting to note, from Figure
16, that with the increase in the column
slenderness, the ultimate strength of
stiffened plates with chain intermittent
type of welding drops rapidly respect to
the same stiffened plates with
continuous type of welding. Also it is
observed that the ultimate strength does
not change much as a function of column
slenderness, for the cases of stiffened
plates with staggered intermittent and
continuous types of welding.

7.4.3 Comparisons with PRS rules

Figure 17 demonstrates a
comparison of all numerical results with
strength curves proposed by PRS rules.
Thick solid curve represents the
Johnson-Ostenfeld parabola, which is
used by PRS rules [20] as a basic criterion
for the buckling control of longitudinally
stiffened plates. The thin solid curve
refers to the allowable buckling stress
obtained by applying the factor η = 0.85
used for such stiffened plates. It seems
reasonable to modify the allowable curve,
as an acceptable design curve for
stiffened plates with λ < 0.4, the value of
the usage factor η, should be changed
from 0.85 to 0.8. The dashed line in Figure
17 shows the modified design curve.

7.5 Sensitivity analysis on
the longitudinal ductility of
stiffened plates
7.5.1 Effect of stiffener type

The values of longitudinal ductility
for the plates stiffened with flat-bar are
about 30% lower than those for the plates
stiffened with bulb or angle-bar, for any
type of welding, Table 4. Also this result
indicates low post-yield reserve strength
obtained by using flat-bar stiffeners.

7.5.2 Effect of b / t
It is observed from Figure 18 that

with increase in b/t, the longitudinal

Figure 16 - Differences in the ultimate strength of the stiffened plates with various
types of welding as a function of b / t.

Figure 17 - Comparison of all numerical results with strength curves proposed by PRS rules.

Figure 18 - Longitudinal ductility of stiffened plates with λ≈0.3 against the plate
slenderness b / t.
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ductility of the stiffened plates reduces
for each type of welding. The
longitudinal ductility of the stiffened
plates with b / t within the range of 47-50
is almost equal for any type of welding.
In regard to the stiffened plates with
b / t < 47, longitudinal ductility of the
stiffened plates with chain intermittent
welding is a little greater than that of
corresponding plates with continuous
and staggered intermittent welding. In
the region b / t >50, the staggered
intermittently welded plates have the
highest ductility in comparison with the
continuously and chain intermittently
welded plates.

7.5.3 Effect of column slenderness

Analyzing the ductility curves
represented in Figure 19, the following
statements can be drawn:

In stiffened plates with λ < 0.37, the
ductility of continuously welded plates
is higher than that of the intermittently
welded ones. The difference between the
ductility of continuously welded
stiffened plates and chain intermittently
welded ones grows with decreasing the
column slenderness.

Although, for any column
slenderness, the ductility of
continuously welded stiffened plates is
greater than that of staggered
intermittently welded ones, the
difference between them is rather small.

In stiffened plates with λ > 0.37, the
ductility of chain intermittently welded
plates is higher than that of the
continuously or staggered intermittently
welded ones. This indicates that the
chain intermittently welded slender
stiffened plates provide a more post-
yield reserve strength than the others.

The ductility of stiffened plates
with continuous or staggered
intermittent welding decreases while the
column slenderness value increases,
whereas in respect with the chain
intermittently welded, it accompanies
with an increasing tendency.

8. Parametric study
on stiffened plates
under transverse in
plane compression
8.1 Parameters considered

In order to analyse the stiffened
plates with transverse framing system
subjected to in plane compression
parallel to the smaller dimension of the
plate field, three panels with various
characteristics have been chosen as
given in the Table 6. These panels were
chosen from the structures of three
inland waterways vessels with
transverse framing system, which have
been designed according to PRS
requirements [21]. Other parameters
considered here are the same as those
mentioned in Sec. 7.1.

8.2 Results
The numerical results obtained from

the analysis of three groups of stiffened
plates are given in columns 8 and 9 of
Table 6. The spread of plasticity and the
deflected mode at ultimate strength for
the models T3C, T3S and T3P have been

shown, as an example, in Table 7. Figure
20 shows the average stress-average
strain relationship of these models in
comparison with each other.

8.3 Dominant parameters on
the ultimate strength

In transversely stiffened panels, the
stiffener is applied in order to force a
nodal line for the buckled state of the
panel, and thus to prohibit the overall
buckling of the stiffened panel. Since the
aspect ratio of the panels in such a case
is usually less than 1.0, the primary
buckling mode consists of a single half-
wave pattern. The middle portion of the
plate receiving little support from the
stiffened side buckles like a wide column,
and the ultimate strength of such a panel
may be estimated according to the
ultimate strength of a wide free plate. The
central part of the plate is similar to an
eccentrically loaded wide column
(b→∞), and with increasing load the
stress in this part may be estimated
according to the ultimate strength of a
wide column. As the load is further
increased, this part becomes wider, but
the ultimate strength level remains
constant. So only the stresses in the side

Figure 19 - Longitudinal ductility of stiffened plates with b / t = 42-62.5 against the
column slenderness λ.
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Table 7 - Plotted FEA results for the models T3C, T3S and T3P under transverse compression.

Table 6 - Geometric characteristics and summary of results obtained through FEA for transversely stiffened panels.
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strips continue to increase and
eventually these strips undergo inelastic
buckling resulting in the panel collapse.

Figure 21 shows that with
decreasing the aspect ratio a/b of the
panel, the ultimate strength of
transversely stiffened plates will
decrease regardless of the type of
welding. Also it can be observed from
this figure that the method of welding
does not affect significantly on the
ultimate strength of transversely
stiffened panels.

8.4 Ductility
The calculated ductility in all of the

transversely stiffened panels with any
type of welding given column 9 of Table
6 shows an average value of the order of
1.2. This indicates a small post-yield
reserve of the strength in comparison
with the longitudinally stiffened panels.

8.5 Effects of boundary
conditions

The same analysis with different
boundary conditions of stiffeners was
performed for all stiffened plates. It was
assumed that the stiffeners are free at
the ends and not restrained by welding
connection, Figure 22. The results
(columns 10 and 11 of the table 6) show
an average increase of about 6% in the
values of the ultimate strength, as
compared with the corresponding panels
with stiffeners restrained at their ends.
This comparison in the case of the

Figure 20 - Average stress-average strain relationship of the models T3C, T3S and
T3P under transverse compression.

Figure 21 - Effect of a / b on the ultimate strength of the transversely stiffened plates
with various types of welding.

Figure 22 - Stiffeners with free ends at the transversely stiffened plates.
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ductility values, exhibit a significant
increase about 30%.

When the ends of the stiffeners are
considered as either free or constrained,
their fundamental behaviours are almost
the same, but the component modes are
different. The interaction between the
component modes may accelerate or
decelerate the plastification and this
greatly influences the resulting ultimate
strength and ductility values of the
stiffened plates. Thus, apart from the
practical processes and economic
parameters, more ultimate capacity and
ductility in case of transversely stiffened
panels of inland waterways vessels, can
be attained when the ends of the
stiffeners are free. This can be achieved
by passing them through the
longitudinal girders without welding, as
depicted in Figure 22.

8.6 Comparisons with the
rules

In accordance with the
requirements of the PRS rules [21], the
extreme stresses in bottom and deck
plating of the ship hull girder under
overall bending should not exceed 0.6σYP.
From the calculated ultimate strength
values (Table 6), it is noted that for any
type of welding, the ratio σult/σYP ranges
from 0.5 to 0.6 and well below the
permissible stress limit stated above.
This leads to the conclusion that the
permissible stress limit as proposed by
PRS for transversely stiffened panels is
slightly on the unsafe side and it seems
that the limit of 0.5 σYP would provide a
more adequate margin of safety. This
needs a further study.

9. Conclusions
A series of detailed numerical

analyses of stiffened steel plates
subjected to inplane compressive load
were performed using ADINA commercial
finite element code. Complete equilibrium
paths were traced up to collapse for
nonlinear elastoplastic response of
stiffened plates. Analyzed stiffened

plates were imperfect and their aspect ratio, plate slenderness and column slenderness
are changed in a systematic manner. Different types of stiffener were chosen for
stiffened plate models, selected from the deck structure of real sea-going ships and
inland waterways vessels. Three different stiffener-to-plate welding procedures were
considered: continuous, chain intermittent and staggered intermittent fillet welding.

It was found that, in comparison with continuously welded stiffened plates, the
ultimate strength is much more reduced in case of chain intermittent fillet welds than
the case of staggered intermittent fillet welds. Also the longitudinal ductility of
stiffened plate with continuous and staggered intermittent welding is decreasing
while the column slenderness increases, whereas in regard to stiffened plate with
chain intermittent welding, the longitudinal ductility is increasing.

Study of the strength and ductility characteristics of stiffened plates constructed
by different welding practices, under other in plane or out of plane loads, alone or in
combination, may be found useful in safety and reliability assessment of this-walled
structures. These remain as future works.
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